
 

 
 

 

The Heart of a Lion 
 
 
Globally speaking as a people our strengths, weaknesses, and availabilities may vary. However individually 
and collectively it’s amazing how we have the abilities to adapt, survive and excel regardless the conditions or 
circumstances which in itself exhibits the heart of a lion.  
 
Life has a natural pecking order starting at birth via maternal instincts where we immediately learn to follow, 
respect and mimic the movements of our parents and surroundings. Primarily from our mothers. So to respect 
the next person regardless the age exhibits a level of maturity and self-respect. However it is imminent that we 
establish the global importance of (1) respecting, and (2) with specific attentions on respecting our elders and 
the youth. Everyone has something to teach good, bad or indifferent. 
 
Choices in life defines our individual presentations which subsequently plays a key role in our destination, 
regardless if we agree with the trailers or preview. To make mistakes and continue to have the opportunities to 
grow and learn from them are a blessing. The worst case scenarios are always death so we must always 
appreciate and never take for granted the opportunities of love, correction and life. 
 
Although history known and unknown has had both a profound and adverse effect on mankind, regardless our 
race or cultures we have exhibited the heart of a lion. That within itself is a scripture of history. 
 
Today we live in such a war like strategic society. However with wars there is always a purpose for the war and 
every step taken and or battle fought should be steps taken for the desired outcome. In life regardless our race 
or culture on our domestic soil war should never be an option if the ingredient of humility is added to the 
equation. The realities of wars the majority of times are there are alleged winners and losers of war. Most times 
wars are lose, lose, lost, lost situations. 
 
For change individually and collectively we must unify and exhibit the heart of a lion to address many of our 
lose, lose, lost, lost situations which has directly and indirectly adversely effected the quality of life not limited 
to double standards & equality concerns, racial & religious concerns, availabilities and any and all unmentioned 
oppressive concerns. 
 
If we want to keep watching our daily local and national news outlets to hear about all the madness from afar 
unit it touches home then keep doing exactly what you’ve been doing to achieve the same results. 
 
Coming from someone who lived heavily in these streets if you want change, fill your heart and daily activities 
with humility and do the complete opposite of what you’ve been doing. 
 
The heart of the lion can overcome anything if only a genuine process is activated and every human being 
acknowledges the fact regardless of race, cultures, countries, religions, or genders the heart of a lion exist in 
us all. 
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